
Together, they’re a PERFECT match!

She’s a muddy 
princess

He’s a muddy 
unicorn pig



Witch
Emergency

Keep your eyes peeled for 
the little spider sneaking 

through this book…
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To Juno and Merry, who will work magic 
on whatever they put their minds to.

 





This is Princess Peony Peachykins Primrose 

Pollyanna Posh, usually known as Princess Pea. 

She lives in Twinkleland Palace with her parents, 

Queen Bee and King Barry. 

This is Unipiggle. He’s Princess Pea’s 

Royal Companion. He’s a loud, muddy and 

proud unicorn pig. 

She likes: mud, marshmallows, chocolate and 

having fun. 

He likes: mud, marshmallows, chocolate,  

having fun and getting tickled behind the ears.



Princess Pea was supposed to choose a 

UNICORN as her Royal Companion. But during the 

Unicorn Parade, there was a STORM and things 

went a bit WRONG. Luckily, Unipiggle saved the 

Princess and the day. 

Now Princess Pea and Unipiggle are the best 

of friends and they love to have adventures 

together!

1 

A Secret Spell Book

It was a shiny Twinkleland morning and 

Unipiggle and Princess Pea had just been to 

Twinkletown Library. Unipiggle loved the library 

because of the snuggly beanbags he could nap 

on. Princess Pea loved the 

library because 

there were  

so many 

interesting 

books.  

It was lucky the princess 
didn’t choose a real 
unicorn because they 

refuse to get their 
hooves muddy!
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Her Perfect Princess Schedule was full of lessons 

and chores, so it wasn’t easy to have the sort of 

muddy, outdoor adventures she loved, but the 

Princess could always find time for a reading 

adventure! 

“Trot a little faster, Unipiggle!” Princess Pea 

urged her podgy piggy friend, as they started up 

the steep hill that led to Twinkleland Palace.

Unipiggle broke into a canter and Princess Pea 

held on tight to his rainbow horn. He grunted 

happily as they passed under the giant 

marshmallow tree, then skidded to a stop at the 

glittering palace gates. 
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“Good day, Princess and Unipiggle!” The 

Gate Pixie smiled and unlocked the gates with 

his big gold key. “You look very cheerful this 

morning.” 

“Cheerful! Cheerful!” chorused the daisies 

that grew along the edge of the perfectly 

manicured palace gardens. 

“Yes, we are!” replied Princess Pea, but she 

didn’t say why. She thought it best that only she 

and Unipiggle knew about the magical library 

book she had hidden in her satchel… 

Princess Pea had discovered the book by 

accident. She’d been giggling over a story about 

smelly fairies, when she’d noticed a strange glow 

radiating out from under a bookshelf. Filled with 

curiosity, she kneeled down on the floor and felt 

around under the shelf until her hand grasped 

what turned out to be a large and heavy book. 

With some difficulty, she pulled it out. The book 

must have been there for quite some time 
Cheerful!

Cheerful!
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because it was very dusty. (Dust was rare  

in Twinkleland because dusting was such  

a popular hobby.) 

Princess Pea wiped the dust off the cover to 

reveal a shimmering title: 

The book began to glow again. Princess Pea 

could feel it was positively tingling with magic 

and her heart skipped a beat. 

“Wow, Unipiggle! Look at this!” she whispered.



Unipiggle rolled off his beanbag and oinked 

excitedly (but quietly – they were still in a 

library, after all).

The librarian wizard was fast asleep and 

snoring loudly. Princess Pea decided not to wake 

him, so she stamped the book herself and left 

him a note.

On the way home, Princess Pea had begun  

to wonder whether the spell book should have 

been in Twinkletown Library at all. Everyone 

knew that NO MAGIC was 

one of the many rules 

of Twinkleland. 

Be perfect 

There must be no grubbiness

Be neatly completely

Politeness at all times

Check: are you smiling 

cheerfully? 

No laziness or dawdling

Do NOT use magic*

*except in a big and terrible 

emergency



(and secret) magic which meant he could turn 

anything into chocolate! But what if they could 

conjure up even more excitement? 

Now they were back at the palace, Princess 

Pea had a plan. “Would you like to learn some 

new magic from the spell book, Unipiggle?” she 

asked, tickling him behind the ears. 

Unipiggle grunted eagerly – he was ready for 

anything! It was time for a MAGICAL 
adventure… 

Queen Bee liked to tell Princess Pea stories of 

messy magical disasters, such as the 

Strawberry Yoghurt Flood and the Never-

Ending Firework Calamity, which had led to the 

rule in the first place. It was important to the 

Queen that the kingdom was kept immaculate 

and running like clockwork. The unicorns, 

fairies, pixies and dragons would never use 

magic on purpose. Even the friendly witches and 

wizards who lived in Little Charming weren’t 

allowed to conjure things – they could only ride 

broomsticks and cook in cauldrons; spells were 

strictly forbidden.

  Princess Pea didn’t much like following the 

rules. She believed magic was fun, useful and…

delicious. Unipiggle had his own special  


